ABSTRACT is paper proposes a scalable algorithmic framework for spectral reduction of large undirected graphs. e proposed method allows computing much smaller graphs while preserving the key spectral (structural) properties of the original graph. Our framework is built upon the following two key components: a spectrum-preserving node aggregation (reduction) scheme, as well as a spectral graph sparsi cation framework with iterative edge weight scaling. We show that the resulting spectrally-reduced graphs can robustly preserve the rst few nontrivial eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the original graph Laplacian. In addition, the spectral graph reduction method has been leveraged to develop much faster algorithms for multilevel spectral graph partitioning as well as t-distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (t-SNE) of large data sets. We conducted extensive experiments using a variety of large graphs and data sets, and obtained very promising results. For instance, we are able to reduce the "coPapersCiteseer" graph with 0.43 million nodes and 16 million edges to a much smaller graph with only 13K (32X fewer) nodes and 17K (950X fewer) edges in about 16 seconds; the spectrally-reduced graphs also allow us to achieve up to 1100X speedup for spectral graph partitioning and up to 60X speedup for t-SNE visualization of large data sets.
INTRODUCTION
Recent research shows that by leveraging the key spectral properties of eigenvalues and eigenvectors of graph Laplacians, more e cient algorithms can be developed for tackling many graph-related computing tasks [49] . For example, spectral methods can potentially lead to much faster algorithms for solving sparse matrices [43, 55] , numerical optimization [9] , data mining [38] , graph analytics [26] , machine learning [12] , as well as very-large-scale integration (VLSI) computer-aided design (CAD) [15, 16, 54, 55] . To this end, spectral sparsi cation of graphs has been extensively studied in the past decade [4, 29, 45, 46] to allow computing almost-linear-sized 1 subgraphs or sparsi ers that can robustly preserve the spectrum, such as the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the original Laplacian. e sparsi ed graphs retain the same set of vertices but much fewer edges, which can be regarded as ultra-sparse graph proxies and have been leveraged for developing a series of nearly-linear-time numerical and graph algorithms [9, 19, 43, 45] .
In this paper, we introduce a scalable algorithmic framework for spectral reduction of graphs for dramatically reducing the size (both nodes and edges) of undirected graphs while preserving the key spectral (structural) properties of the original graph. e spectrally-reduced graphs will immediately lead to the development of much faster numerical and graph-related algorithms. For example, spectrally-reduced social (data) networks may allow for more e ciently modeling, mining and analysis of large social (data) networks, spectrally-reduced neural networks allow for more scalable model training and processing in emerging machine learning tasks, spectrally-reduced circuit networks may lead to more e cient simulation, optimization and veri cation of large integrated circuit (IC) systems, etc.
Our approach consists of two key phases: 1) a scalable spectrum-preserving node aggregation (reduction) phase, and 2) a spectral graph sparsi cation phase with iterative subgraph scaling. To achieve truly scalable (nearly-linear time) performance for spectral graph reduction, we leverage recent similarity-aware spectral graph sparsi cation method [16] , graph-theoretic algebraic multigrid (AMG) Laplacian solver [32, 55] and a novel constrained stochastic gradient descent (SGD) optimization approach. e major contribution of this work has been summarized as follows: (1) To well preserve the key spectral properties of the original graph in the reduced graph, a nearly-linear time spectrumpreserving node aggregation (reduction) scheme is proposed for robustly constructing reduced graphs that have much less number of nodes.
(2) A scalable framework for spectral graph sparsi cation and iterative subgraph scaling is introduced for assuring sparsity of the reduced graphs by leveraging a novel constrained SGD optimization approach.
(3) We introduce a simple yet e ective procedure for re ning solutions, such as the Laplacian eigenvectors, computed with spectrally-reduced graphs, which immediately allows using much smaller graphs in many numerical and graph
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algorithms while achieving superior solution quality.
(4) In addition, multilevel frameworks that allow us to leverage spectrally-reduced graphs for much faster spectral graph partitioning as well as t-distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (t-SNE) of large data sets are proposed.
(5) We have obtained very promising experiment results for a variety of graph problems: the spectrally-reduced graphs allow us to achieve up to 1100X speedup for spectral graph partitioning and up to 60X speedup for t-SNE visualization of large data sets. e rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides a brief introduction to spectral graph sparsi cation; Section 3 presents the proposed spectral graph reduction approach and its complexity analysis. Section 4 introduces applications of spectral graph reduction methods for scalable graph partitioning and data visualization. Extensive experimental results have been demonstrated in Section 5, which is followed by the conclusion of this work in Section 6.
PRELIMINARIES 2.1 Laplacian Matrices of graphs
Consider an undirected graph G = (V , E G , w G ) with V denoting the set of vertices, E G denoting the set of undirected edges, and w G denoting the associated edge weights. We de ne D G to be a diagonal matrix with D G (i, i) being equal to the (weighted) degree of node i, and A G and L G to be the adjacency and Laplacian matrices of undirected graph G as follows, respectively:
Graph Laplacians can be constructed by using L G = D G − A G and will satisfy the following conditions: 1. Each column and row sum will be equal to zero; 2. All o -diagonal elements are non-positive; 3. e graph Laplacian is a symmetric diagonally dominant (SDD) matrix.
Spectral Sparsi cation of Graphs
To further push the limit of spectral methods for handling big (data) graphs, many research problems for dramatically simplifying large graphs leveraging spectral graph theory have been extensively studied by mathematics and theoretical computer science (TCS) researchers in the past decade [4, 10, 24, 25, 29, 38, 45, 46] . Recent spectral graph sparsi cation research allows constructing nearly-linear-sized subgraphs that can well preserve the spectral (structural) properties of the original graph, such as the rst few eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the graph Laplacian. e related results can potentially lead to the development of a variety of nearly-linear time numerical and graph algorithms for solving large sparse matrices, graph-based semi-supervised learning (SSL), computing the stationary distributions of Markov chains and personalized PageRank vectors, spectral graph partitioning and data clustering, max-ow of undirected graphs, etc [9, 10, 19, 25, 27, [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] .
Spectral graph sparsi cation aims to nd a spectrallysimilar subgraph (sparsi er) P = (V , E P , w P ) that has the same set of vertices of the original graph G = (V , E G , w G ), but much fewer edges. ere are two types of sparsi cation methods: the cut sparsi cation methods preserve the cuts of the original graph through random sampling of edges [5] , whereas spectral sparsi cation methods preserve the graph spectral (structural) properties, such as distances between vertices, cuts in the graph, as well as the stationary distributions of Markov chains [10, 46] . erefore, spectral graph sparsi cation is a much stronger notion than cut sparsi cation. We say G and its subgraph P are σ −spectrally similar if the following condition holds for all real vectors x ∈ R V :
where L G and L P denote the Laplacian matrices of graph G and P, respectively. De ne the relative condition number as κ(L G , L P ) = λ max /λ min , where λ max and λ min are the largest and smallest nonzero eigenvalues of
where u is the generalized eigenvector of L G . It can be further shown that κ(L G , L P ) ≤ σ 2 , which indicates that a smaller relative condition number or σ 2 corresponds to a higher spectral similarity. Recent nearly-linear time spectral sparsication algorithm leverages spectral perturbation analysis to construct nearly-linear-sized spectrally-similar subgraphs [15, 16] , which leads to the development of much faster SDD matrix solvers [55] and spectral graph partitioning algorithm [16] .
SPECTRAL REDUCTION OF GRAPHS 3.1 Overview
In the following, assume that G = (V , E G , w G ) is a weighted, undirected, and connected graph, P = (V , E P , w P ) is the spectrally sparsi ed graph of G, R = (V R , E R , w R ) is the reduced graph of G without sparsi cation, and S = (V R , E S , w S ) is the sparsi ed reduced graph of G. e Laplacian matrices of the corresponding graphs have been shown in Table 1 that also includes the ne-to-coarse (G-to-R) graph mapping matrix denoted by H R G as well as the coarse-to-ne (R-to-G) graph mapping matrix denoted by H G R . is work introduces a spectral graph reduction framework (as shown in Figure 1 ) that allows computing much smaller yet spectrally-similar graph S such that the following condition holds for all real vectors x ∈ R V :
An overview of the proposed method for spectral reduction of large graphs is described as follows. Our approach for 
spectral reduction of undirected graphs includes the following two phases: Phase (A) will determine the ne-to-coarse graph mapping operator using spectral node proximity measurement computed based on algebraic distance [8] , and reduce the original graph into a much smaller graph using the ne-to-coarse graph mapping operator; Phase (B) will extract spectrally-similar sparsi ers of the original (reduced) graph and scale up edge weights in the sparsi ed graphs to be er match the key spectral (structural) properties, such as the eigenvalues/eigenvectors of graph Laplacians. Since the spectral node proximity metric based on algebraic distance cannot be directly applied to dense graphs [8] , our approach will rst examine the average node degrees in the original graph: if the original graph is relatively sparse (|E G | < 40|V |), Phases (A) to (B) will be performed in sequence as shown in Figure 1 ; otherwise, if the original graph is too dense (|E G | > 40|V |), Phase (B) for spectral graph sparsi cation and edge scaling will be performed rst, which is followed by Phase (A).
Phase (A): Spectrum-Preserving Node Reduction
3.2.1 Spectral node a inity metric. To generate the reduced graph based on the original graph, a spectrum-preserving node aggregation scheme is applied based on spectral node a nity a p,q de ned as follows for neighboring nodes p and q [8, 32] :
where X = (x (1) , . . . , x (K) ) includes K test vectors computed by applying a few Gauss-Seidel (GS) relaxations for solving the linear system of equations L G x (i) = 0 for i = 1, ..., K with K random vectors that are orthogonal to the all-one vector 1 or equivalently satisfying 1 x (i) = 0. Letx (i) denote the approximation of the true solution x (i) a er applying several GS relaxations to L G x (i) = 0. Due to the smoothing property of GS relaxation, the latest error can be expressed as e
, which will only contain the smooth (low-frequency) modes of the initial error, while the oscillatory (high-frequency) modes of the initial error will be e ectively eliminated [6] . Based on the K smoothed vectors in X, it is possible to embed each node into a K-dimensional space such that node p and node q are considered spectrallyclose enough to each other if their low-dimensional embedding vectors x p ∈ R K and x q ∈ R K are highly correlated. Spectrally-similar nodes p and q can be then aggregated together for node reduction purpose.
Spectral similarity between nodes.
It has been shown that the node a nity metric a p,q can usually e ectively reect the distance or strength of connection between nodes p and q in a graph [32] : a larger a p,q value indicates a stronger spectral similarity (correlation) between nodes p and q. e above a nity metric can be be er understood by looking at the algebraic distance d p,q between node p and q computed by d p,q = 1−a p,q that can be used to represent the geometric distance in grid-structured graphs. For example, consider an n-node 1 − D path graph with a discretization size of h = 1/n. It can be shown that d p,q is proportional to (p −q) 2 * h 2 in the discretized Poisson equation in which nodes locate at t * h, for t = 0, 1 . . . , n and h ⇒ 0. Consequently, the nodes with large a nity or small algebraic distance should be aggregated together to form the nodes in the reduced graph. Once node aggregation schemes are determined, the graph mapping operators (H R G and H G R ) can be obtained and leveraged for constructing spectrally-reduced graphs. For example, the reduced Laplacian can be computed by L R = H R G L G H G R , which uniquely de nes the reduced graph.
We emphasize that the node aggregation (reduction) scheme based on the above spectral node a nity calculations will have a (linear) complexity of O(|E G |) and thus allow preserving the spectral (global or structural) properties of the original graph in the reduced graph in a highly e cient and e ective way: the smooth components in the rst few Laplacian eigenvectors can be well preserved a er node aggregation, which is key to preserving the rst few (bo om) eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the original graph Laplacian in the reduced graphs [33] .
3.2.3
Limitations when dealing with dense graphs. e above node reduction scheme based on the algebraic distance metric may not be reliable when applied to dense graph problems. Since each node in the dense graph will typically connect to many other nodes, running a few GS relaxations will result in many nodes seemingly close to each other and can lead to rather poor node aggregation results. For example, an extreme case is to directly apply the above node aggregation scheme to a complete graph where each node has |V | − 1 edges connecting to the rest of the nodes: since applying GS relaxations will immediately assign same values to all nodes, no meaningful clusters of nodes can be identi ed. As shown in our experiment results, it is not possible to use the above node a nity metric for aggregating nodes for the "appu" graph [11] that has high average node degrees (|E G |/|V | ≈ 90).
To this end, we propose to perform a spectral sparsi cation and scaling procedure (Phase (B)) before applying the node aggregation (reduction) phase. Such a scheme will allow extracting ultra-sparse yet spectrally-similar subgraphs and subsequently aggregate nodes into clusters using the above node a nity metric. As a result, the spectral graph reduction ow proposed in this work can be reliably applied to handle both sparse and dense graphs, as shown in Figure 1 
Phase (B): Spectral Graph
Sparsi cation and Scaling 3.3.1 Copping with high graph densities. e proposed spectral node aggregation scheme in Section 3.2 will enable us to reliably construct smaller graphs that have much less number of nodes. However, the aggregated nodes may potentially result in much denser graphs (with signi cantly higher node degrees), which may incur even greater computational and memory cost for graph operations. For example, emerging multi-way spectral graph partitioning (clustering) algorithms [28, 38] require to compute multiple Laplacian eigenvectors, which can still be very costly for dense graphs since the e ciency of nowadays eigen-solvers or eigendecomposition methods strongly depend on the matrix sparsity [30, 39, 53] .
To address the challenging issues caused by relatively dense graphs, we propose the following highly e ective yet scalable algorithms in Phase (B): the nearly-linear time spectral graph sparsi cation and subgraph scaling schemes for handling dense graphs G. Note that when Phase (B) is applied for a sparse input graph, the same procedures can be applied to the reduced graph R (with potentially higher density) for computing S a er the node aggregation scheme or the ne-to-coarse graph mapping operator is determined.
Spectral approximation with spanning tree subgraphs.
Denote the total stretch of the spanning-tree subgraph P with respect to the original graph G to be st P (G). Spielman [47] showed that L + P L G has at most k generalized eigenvalues greater than st P (G)/k. It has been shown that every graph has a low-stretch spanning tree (LSST) with bounded total stretch [47] , which leads to:
Such a result motivates to construct an ultra-sparse yet spectrally-similar subgraphs by recovering only a small portion of important o -tree edges to the spanning tree. For example, a recent spectral perturbation framework [15, 16] allows constructing the σ -similar spectral sparsi ers with O(m log n log log n/σ 2 ) o -tree edges in nearly-linear time.
3.3.3 Towards be er approximation with o -tree edges. To dramatically reduce the spectral distortion (the total stretch) between the original graph and the spanning tree, a spectral o -tree edge embedding scheme and edge ltering method with approximate generalized eigenvectors have been proposed in [15, 16] , which is based on following spectral perturbation analysis:
where a perturbation δ L P is applied to L P , which results in perturbations in generalized eigenvalues λ i + δλ i and eigenvectors u i + δ u i for i = 1, . . . , n, respectively. e rst-order perturbation analysis [15] leads to:
which indicates that the reduction of λ i is proportional to the Laplacian quadratic form of δ L P with the generalized eigenvector u i . erefore, if the dominant eigenvector u n is applied, the largest generalized eigenvalue λ n can be signi cantly reduced by properly choosing δ L P that includes the set of o -tree edges and their weights. Once the largest generalized eigenvalue becomes su ciently small, the distortion between subgraph P and original graph G will be greatly reduced. An alternative view of such a spectral embedding scheme is to consider the following Courant-Fischer theorem for generalized eigenvalue problems:
where 1 is the all-one vector, the node set Q is de ned as
and the boundary of Q in G is de ned as
which will lead to
According to (9) , λ max = λ n will re ect the largest mismatch of the boundary (cut) size between G and P, since nding the dominant generalized eigenvector is similar to nding the node set Q such that
|∂ P (Q )| or the mismatch of boundary (cut) size between the original graph G and subgraph P is maximized. Once Q or ∂ P (Q) can be identi ed by spectral graph embedding using dominant generalized eigenvectors, the edges in ∂ G (Q) can be selected and recovered to P to dramatically reduce the maximum mismatch or λ n . Denote e p ∈ R V to be the elementary unit vector with only the p-th element being 1 and others being 0, and we denote e p,q = e p − e q . en by including the o -tree edges, the generalized eigenvalue perturbation can be expressed as follows:
where δ L P,max = L G − L P , and w G (p, q) denotes the weight of edge (p, q) in the original graph. e spectral criticality c p,q of each o -tree edge (p, q) is de ned as:
If we consider the undirected graph G to be a resistor network, and u n to be the voltage vector for that resistor network, c p,q can be regarded as the edge Joule heat (power dissipation). Consequently, the most spectrally critical o -tree edges from ∂ G (Q) can be identi ed and recovered into LSST for spectral graph topology sparsi cation by (14) , which allows improving spectral approximation in the subgraph by dramatically reducing the λ n . In practice, approximate generalized eigenvectors computed through a small number of generalized power iterations will su ce for low-dimensional spectral o -tree edge embedding, which can be realized as follows:
(1) Compute an approximate eigenvector h t by applying tstep generalized power iterations on an initial vector
(15) (2) Compute the quadratic form for o -tree edges with h t :
wherec p,q denotes the approximate spectral criticality of each o -tree edge (p, q). It should be noted that using k vectors computed by (15) will enable to embed each node into a k-dimensional generalized eigenspace, which can facilitate edge ltering from ∂ G (Q) to avoid recovering similar edges into P. In this work, we choose t = 2, which already leads to consistently good results for a large variety of graph problems. To achieve more e ective edge ltering for similarity-aware spectral graph sparsi cation, an incremental graph densi cation procedure [16] will be adopted in this work. During each graph densi cation iteration, a small portion of " ltered" o -tree edges will be added to the latest spectral sparsi er, while the spectral similarity is estimated to determine if more o -tree edges are needed.
3.3.4 Subgraph scaling via constrained optimization. To aggressively limit the number of edges in the subgraph P while still achieving a high quality approximation of the original graph G, we propose an e cient spectral scaling scheme for scaling up edge weights in the subgraph P to further reduce the largest mismatch or λ n .
e dominant eigenvalue perturbation δλ n can be expressed in terms of edge weight perturbations as follows:
which directly gives the sensitivity of λ n with respect to each edge weight w P (p, q) in graph P:
e (approximate) sensitivity expressed in (18) can be leveraged for nding a proper edge weight scaling factor for each edge in P such that λ n will be dramatically reduced. Since scaling up edge weights in P will result in the monotonic decrease of both λ n and λ 1 , it is likely that λ 1 will decrease at a faster rate than λ n , which leads to a degraded spectral similarity between G and P. To avoid such a degradation in spectral approximation quality, we propose the following methods for estimating the extreme generalized eigenvalues λ n and λ 1 , which allows us to more properly scale up edge weights in P.
e largest eigenvalues of L + P L G are well separated from each other [47] , which allows computing rather accurate largest eigenvalue (λ n ) by performing only a small number of generalized power iterations with an initial random vector. Since the generalized power iterations can converge at a geometric rate governed by λ n−1 /λ n , the error of the estimated largest generalized eigenvalue will drop to |λ n−1 /λ n | k e 0 a er k iterations for an initial error e 0 . As a result, only a few ( ve to ten) iterations will be su cient to compute a good estimation of λ n for well separated largest eigenvalues that lead to small λ n−1 /λ n . To gain scalable runtime performance, we will leverage recent graph-theoretic algebraic multigrid (AMG) algorithms for solving the sparsi ed Laplacian matrix L P [32, 55] .
Since the smallest eigenvalues of L + P L G are crowded together, using (shi ed) inverse power iterations may not be e cient due to the slow convergence caused by relatively poor separation of smallest eigenvalues. To more e ciently estimate the smallest generalized eigenvalue, we leverage the Courant-Fischer theorem for approximately computing the smallest generalized eigenvalues:
which indicates that the key to locating the smallest generalized eigenvalues is to nd a vector x that minimizes the ratio between the quadratic forms of the original and sparsi ed Laplacians. In our method, we will require every element in x to only take a value 1 or 0 for each node in both G and P for minimizing the following ratio, which will lead to a good estimation for λ 1 :
To this end, we initialize all nodes with the same value of 0 and only select a single node p to be assigned with a value of 1, which leads to:
where
. (21) indicates that λ 1 can be well approximated in linear time by nding the node with minimum weighted degree ratio of G and P. Based on the above scalable methods for estimating the extreme eigenvalues λ 1 and λ n of L + P L G , as well as the weight sensitivity in (18) , the following constrained nonlinear optimization framework for scaling up edge weights in P has been proposed. minimize:
In the above formulation, λ A constrained SGD algorithm with momentum [48] has been proposed for iteratively scaling up edge weights, as shown in Algorithm 1.
e algorithm inputs include: the graph Laplacians L G and L P , vectors d G and d P for storing diagonal elements in Laplacians, the initial largest and smallest generalized eigenvalues λ (0) n and λ (0) 1 , the upper bound reduction factor ∆ λ 1 for λ 1 , the coe cient α for combining the previous and the latest updates during each SGD iteration with momentum, the maximum step size η max for update, as well as the SGD convergence control parameters ϵ and
n , ∆ λ 1 , α, η max , ϵ, and K max Output:L P with scaled edge weights
12:
13: ∆w
end if 15:
n ; 23: end while 24: Return the sparsi ed graph.
K max . Lines 1-2 initialize parameters for the following SGD iterations. Line 3 monitors the convergence condition for SGD iterations. Lines 6-7 compute the weight update in SGD using the latest sensitivity and the previous update (momentum). Lines 8-17 check the impact on λ 1 due to weight update: if λ 1 decreases signi cantly, an upper bound for weight update is applied; otherwise directly apply the weight update computed in the previous steps.
Algorithm Complexity of e Proposed
Spectral Graph Reduction Approach e complete algorithm ow for the proposed spectral graph reduction approach has been shown in Algorithm 2.
e algorithm complexity of Phase (A) for the spectrumpreserving node reduction procedure is O(|E P |) for dense graphs and O(|E G |) for sparse graphs, the complexity of Phase (B) for spectral graph sparsi cation and edge scaling by SGD iterations is O(|E G |lo (|V |)) for dense graphs and 
O(|E S |lo (|V R |)) for sparse graphs.
erefore, the worsecase algorithm complexity of the proposed spectral graph reduction method is O(|E G |lo (|V |)). [41] . ere are analogies between traditional signal processing or classical Fourier analysis and graph signal processing [41] : (1) e signals at different time points in classical Fourier analysis correspond to the signals at di erent nodes in an undirected graph; (2) e more slowly oscillating functions in time domain correspond to the graph Laplacian eigenvectors associated with lower eigenvalues or the more slowly varying (smoother) components across the graph.
Solution Re nement by Graph Filters
e spectrally sparsi ed/reduced graphs can be regarded as a "low-pass" ltered graphs, which have retained as few as possible edges/nodes for preserving the slowly-varying or "low-frequency" signals on the original graphs. Consequently, spectrally sparsi ed/reduced graphs will be able to preserve the eigenvectors associated with low eigenvalues more accurately than high eigenvalues.
3.5.2 Solution Error due to Spectral Sparsification. Denote the ascending eigenvalues and the corresponding unitlength, mutually-orthogonal eigenvectors of L G by 0 = ζ 1 < ζ 2 ≤ · · · ≤ ζ n , and ω 1 , · · · , ω n , respectively. Similarly denote the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of L P by 0 =ζ 1 <ζ 2 ≤ · · · ≤ζ n andω 1 , · · · ,ω n , respectively. It should be noted that both ω 1 andω 1 are the normalized all-one vector 1/ √ n. en the following spectral decompositions of L G and L P will hold:
We assume that the k smallest eigenvalues and their eigenvectors of L G have been pre y well preserved in L P , while the remaining n − k higher eigenvalues and eigenvectors are not. Consequently the following approximate spectral decompositions of L P will hold:
In the following, we show that using spectrally-sparsi ed graphs for solving sparse matrix problems will only result in solution errors that can be expressed with high eigenvectors, while the error analysis for spectrally-reduced graphs will be quite similar and omi ed in this work. Consider the following SDD matrix solution problem:
where b ⊥ ∈ R n is a random right-hand-side (RHS) vector orthogonal to the all-one vector 1, δ is a very small positive real value added to graph Laplacian for modeling boundary conditions, and I ∈ R n×n is an identity matrix that can be wri en as follows:
we can rewrite L G + δ I as follows:
Consequently, x can be wri en as:
Letx denote the approximate solution obtained with L P , then:x
which allows us to express the error vector e as follows:
(30) indicates that when using the sparsi ed graph Laplacian for solving the SDD matrix, the solution error can be expressed as a linear combination of high eigenvectors corresponding to large Laplacian eigenvalues. erefore, the error due to the sparsi ed graph Laplacian will be a combination of high frequency signals on graphs, which thus can be e ciently ltered out using "low-pass" graph signal lters [41] .
Solution Refinement by Smoothing.
Motivated by recent graph signal processing research [41] , we introduce a simple yet e ective procedure for improving solutions computed using spectrally sparsi ed/reduced graphs, which will enable to leverage ultra-sparse subgraphs in many numerical and graph algorithms without sacri cing solution quality. To this end, weighted Jacobi or Gauss-Seidel methods can be applied for ltering out such high-frequency error signals on graphs, which have been widely adopted in modern iterative methods for solving large sparse matrices [39] , such as the smoothing (relaxation) function in multigrid algorithms [32] . is work adopts a weighted Jacobi iteration scheme for ltering eigenvectors on the graph, while the detailed ltering algorithm has been described in Algorithm 3. e algorithm inputs include the original Laplacian matrix L G that has been decomposed into a diagonal matrix D G and an adjacency matrix A G , the approximate solution vectors obtained using sparsi ed Laplacian L P , as well as the weight ϑ and iteration number N it er for signal ltering.
Algorithm 3 Solution Re nement Algorithm
Input: 
SPECTRAL REDUCTION FOR MULTILEVEL GRAPH PARTITIONING AND DATA VISUALIZATION
In this section, multilevel frameworks that allow us to leverage spectrally-reduced graphs for much faster spectral graph partitioning as well as t-distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (t-SNE) of large data sets are introduced. e k-way spectral graph partitioning (clustering) algorithm has been described in Algorithm 4 [40, 51] , where the Laplacian eigensolver is usually the computational bo leneck for dealing with large graphs. To this end, we proposed a multilevel Laplacian eigensolver for more e ciently solving eigenvalue problems by leveraging spectrally-reduced graphs. Note that only the rst few nontrivial eigenvectors of the original graph Laplacian are needed for spectral partitioning (clustering) tasks, the spectrally-reduced graphs will thus enable us to solve the eigenvalue problem in a much faster way without loss of solution quality.
Multilevel Laplacian Eigensolver for Scalable Spectral Graph Partitioning
e algorithm ow of the proposed multilevel eigensolver is shown in Figure 2 . Instead of directly computing the rst k eigenvectors of the generalized eigenvalue problem L G u i = λ i B G u i , we will rst reduce the original graph G into a much smaller graph S such that the eigenvectors of reduced graph can be e ciently calculated. Next, we will map the eigenvectors of the reduced graph Laplacian onto a ner level using the graph mapping operators (as shown Table 1 ) determined during node aggregation procedure (Phase A). To further improve the approximation quality of these eigenvectors, we apply an eigenvector re nement (smoothing) procedure similar to Algorithm 3. e eigenvector mapping and smoothing procedures are recursively applied until the nest-level graph is reached. In the last, all eigenvectors for nest-level graph will be orthonormalized through the Gram-Schmidt process.
e proposed eigenvector smoothing process is based on the following equations for i = 1, · · · , k:
is the Laplacian on level υ a er graph reduction, where υ = 1 represents the nest level. We use ϒ for denoting the coarsest (bo om) level, where L ϒ G = L S ; B υ G = I will be used for ratio cut and B υ G = D υ G for normalized cut (see Section A in the Appendix for more details); λ ϒ i is the eigenvalue of following generalized eigenproblem: k. In the last, spectral partitioning or clustering can be performed using the eigenvectors computed by Algorithm 5 in the subsequent k-means clustering step.
Algorithm 5 Multilevel Laplacian Eigensolver
Input:
as its columns; 4: while j > 1 do 5: Map U j from level j to level j − 1 by U j−1 = H j−1 j U j ; 6: for i = 1 to k do 7:
y := U j−1 [: , i], which is the i-th column of U j−1 ; 8:
Filter vector y by performing a few weighted-Jacobi iterations to (L
Update U j−1 [: , i] with the smoothed vector y ; 10: end for 11:
j := j − 1; 12: end while 13: Perform orthonormalization to columns of U 1 ; 14: Return U = U 1 .
Multilevel t-SNE Algorithm for
Scalable Data Visualization Visualization of high-dimensional data is a fundamental problem in data analysis and has been used in many applications, such as medical sciences, physics and economy. In recent years, the t-Distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (t-SNE) has become the most e ective visualization tool due to its capability of performing dimensionality reduction in such a way that the similar data points in high-dimensional space are embedded onto nearby locations in low-dimensional space of two or three dimensions with high probability. However, t-SNE may su er from very high computational cost for visualizing large real-world data sets due to the superlinear algorithm computational complexity O(N 2 ) [34, 50] , where N is the number of data points in the data set.
Recent research work shows that there is a clear connection between spectral graph partitioning (data clustering) and t-SNE [31] : the low-dimensional data points embedding obtained with t-SNE is closed related to rst few eigenvectors of the corresponding graph Laplacian that encodes the manifold of the original high-dimensional data points. is motivates us to leverage the spectrally-reduced graphs for computing similar t-SNE embedding results by proposing a multilevel t-SNE algorithm, as described in Algorithm 6 and shown in Figure 3 .
e main idea of our multilevel t-SNE algorithm is to aggregate the data points that are closely related to each other on the manifold into much smaller sets, such that visualizing the reduced data set using t-SNE will be much faster and produce similar embedding results. To this end, we start by constructing a nearest-neighbor (NN) graph, such as the k-NN graph, for the original high-dimensional data points; then a spectrally-reduced (NN) graph is computed using the proposed spectral reduction algorithm. Note that for k-NN graphs, the graph sparsi cation and scaling procedure (Phase B) will be performed before the spectral node aggregation step (Phase A).
Algorithm 6 Multilevel Data Visualization with t-SNE
Input: Original data set F, number of neighbors k ; 1: Generate k-nearest neighbor (k-NN) graph G based on the data set F ; 2: Generate the spectrally-reduced graph S; 3: Form the mapping operators such that
Embed data points with t-SNE on the reduced data set F R ; 6: Return embedded data points for visualization.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Original Graph
Spectrally Reduced Graph Figure 4 : Spectral drawings of the "fe ocean" graph and its reduced graph (24X node reduction and 58X edge reduction). Figure 5 : e rst 10 normalized eigenvalues of the "fe tooth" graph under di erent node reduction ratios.
Eigenvalue Normalized Smallest Eigenvalue
In this section, extensive experiments have been conducted to evaluate the proposed spectral graph reduction and spectral partitioning methods with various types of graphs from the DIMACS10 graph collection [2, 3] . Graphs are from di erent applications, such as nite-element analysis problems ("fe tooth", "fe rotor") [11] , numerical simulation graphs ("wing nodal"), clustering graphs ("uk") and social network graphs ("coAuthorsDBLP" and "coPapersCiterseer") [11] , etc. All experiments have been conducted on a single CPU core of a computing platform running 64-bit RHEW 6.0 with 2.67GHz 12-core CPU and 48GB DRAM memory. Figure 4 shows the spectral drawings [26] of the fe ocean graph and its reduced graph computed by the proposed spectral graph reduction algorithm, where the node and edge reduction ratio are 24X and 58X , respectively. We observe that the spectral drawings of two graphs are highly similar to each other, which indicates very well preserved spectral properties (Laplacian eigenvectors) in the reduced graph. Figure 5 shows the rst few normalized eigenvalues of the original and reduced graph Laplacians, indicating clearly that the smallest eigenvalues of the original Laplacian and the reduced Laplacian match very well even for very large reduction ratios. Table 2 shows spectral graph reduction results on different kinds of graphs using the proposed method, where T r educt ion denotes the spectral graph reduction time. Compared to other test cases that correspond to sparse graphs, the graph densities of "coPapersCiteseer * " and "appu * " are much higher and thus have been processed as dense graphs. We want to further emphasize that directly applying the prior algebraic-distance-based node aggregation scheme [8] will not produce acceptable results. For example, the node aggregation algorithm failed to generate the reduced graph for "appu * " due to very high graph density. On the other hand, there will be no issue for dense graphs if we apply Phase (B) for spectral graph sparsi cation and scaling before the node aggregation phase. 
Runtime(S)
| |(log ) Figure 6 : Runtime scalability of proposed spectral graph reduction method. Figure 6 shows the total spectral graph reduction time with di erent problem sizes (|E G | log(|V |)) for various graphs, where |E G | (|V |) denotes the number of edges (nodes) of the original graphs, respectively. As observed, the total spectral reduction runtime increases almost linearly with the problem size, indicating highly scalable performance of the proposed method (O (|E G | log(|V |))).
Results of Scalable Spectral Graph Partitioning
Normalized cut improvement We evaluated the performance of proposed spectral graph partitioning algorithm on varieties of graphs from the DI-MACS10 graph collection. We choose to partition all the graphs into 30 partitions. e built-in "eigs" and "kmeans" MATLAB functions are used for solving the eigenvalue problem and node clustering tasks, respectively. e normalized Figure 10 : Partitioning qualities (normalized cut) under di erent reduction ratio for the "coPapersCiteseer" graph [11] .
cut is used to measure the quality of partitions. Even though the ratio cut and normalized cut are similar, they are trying to solve slightly di erent optimization problems and one might be preferable over the other depending on the application. ree partitioning algorithms have been tested, including spectral partitioning with original graphs (no reduction), spectral partitioning with graph reduction and the state-of-the-art graph partitioning tool METIS [21] . We use METIS version 5.1.0 and the default parameters in our experiments. e performance of partitioning is evaluated based on the normalized cut and total execution time. Detailed results have been shown in Table 3 , where θ is the normalized cut, T ei s is the execution time for solving the eigenvalue problem, T smoot h denotes eigenvector re nement (smoothing) time, T denotes the total runtime for spectral graph partitioning, T met is is the total time for graph partitioning using METIS, † represents the failure of solving eigenvalue problems due to the singularity of the Laplacian matrix, and "NA" denotes the failure of solving eigenvalue problems due to the limited memory resources. From the table we can observe that the overall quality of generated partitions by spectral partitioning is be er than the partitioning quality generated by METIS, even though METIS is usually much faster than spectral partitioning. To be er compare the performance of the three algorithms, we plot the partitioning quality improvements (ratios of normalized cut) over METIS when using spectral partitioning with the original graph and the reduced graph in Figure 7 . Meanwhile, the total execution times required by three graph partitioning algorithms have also been shown in Figure 8 . Based on these results, the following observations can be made:
(1) For sparse graphs with relatively low node degrees, the partition qualities obtained using spectral partitioning and METIS algorithms are comparable;
(2) e spectral partitioning methods can obtain signicantly be er partitioning results for scale-free graphs, such as the social-network-like graphs that have highly varying node degrees. For example, spectral partitioning algorithm can achieve 39X higher partitioning quality than METIS on the "coPapersCiteseer" graph when considering the normalized cut metric.
Since METIS is a multilevel graph partitioning algorithm that relies on local graph information for constructing the hierarchical levels, coarse level graphs can well preserve the structure of original graph for regular low degree graphs, but not for social-network-like graphs with highly irregular node degrees [35] . On the other hand, the proposed multilevel spectral partitioning scheme will preserve the key spectral properties on spectrally-reduced graphs, making it more reliable for partitioning general graphs.
Compared to the spectral partitioning method with original graphs, the runtime of spectral partitioning using reduced graph is generally much less, especially for large graphs. For example, we achieve over 1100X runtime speedup on the "smallworld" graph. For larger graphs, such as the "coPapersDBLP" and "coPapersCiteseer" graphs, spectral partitioning without reduction will fail due to the extremely high computation (memory) cost for running MATLAB's built-in eigensolver. Figure 9 shows the pro ling of time required in spectral partitioning of the "auto" graph. It indicates that most of the runtime is due to the eigensolver if the original graph is used, while the k-means and smoothing time will be dominant when using the spectrally-reduced graph. However, the smoothing procedure is inherently highly parallel making it possible to further improve the e ciency of the proposed spectral partitioning and to develop high-quality parallel spectral partitioning algorithms.
We also evaluated the performance of the proposed spectral partitioning method using di erent reduction ratios, as shown in Figure 10 and Figure 11 . We observe that higher graph reduction ratios immediately result in lower cost for graph reduction as well as spectral partitioning, while still maintaining high partitioning quality. is indicates very promising performance in e ciency and reliability achieved by the proposed algorithm.
Finally, we evaluate the performance of three partitioning algorithms using di erent numbers of partitions. As shown in Figure 12 and Figure 13 , the reduced graph has 11× fewer nodes and 26× fewer edges compare to the original graph. With the increasing number of partitions, we observed that the spectral partitioning method using the spectrally-reduced graph is slightly slower than METIS but consistently produces higher partitioning qualities.
Results of Scalable Data Visualization
We rst demonstrate the connection between the t-SNE embedding solution and the rst few unnormalized Laplacian eigenvectors of the k-NN graph formed using the original data set. To quantitatively estimate their correlations, we increase the number of Laplacian eigenvectors for representing the embedding vectors x ∈ R n and y ∈ R n that store the locations of n data points in 2D space obtained by running t-SNE, and compute the correlation factors p , where U ∈ R n×r is the matrix with the rst r Laplacian eigenvectors (of the original k-NN graph) as its column vectors. If p x t sne or p t sne is close to 1, it indicates a strong correlation (signi cant overlap) between the eigenspace formed by the rst few Laplacian eigenvectors and the t-SNE embedding vectors. Figure 14 shows strong correlations between the low-dimensional embedding vectors generated by t-SNE and the rst few (e.g. r = 20) eigenvectors of the Laplacian matrices corresponding to the k-NN graphs constructed using the USPS and MNIST data sets 2 . It is also interesting to observe that the t-SNE embedding vectors are more closely related to the 10-th eigenvector, since the inclusion of such an eigenvector leads to signi cantly improved correlation factors p x t sne and p t sne . is is actually very reasonable considering the ground-truth number of clusters for the USPS and MNIST data sets is 10.
We also demonstrate the t-SNE visualization results obtained by leveraging spectrally-reduced NN graphs in Figures  15 and 16 . Our results show very clear cluster boundaries after spectral graph reduction, which retain the ones obtained 
CONCLUSION
We propose a scalable algorithmic framework for spectral reduction of large undirected graphs. e proposed method allows computing much smaller graphs while preserving the key spectrum of the original graph. To achieve truly scalable performance (nearly-linear complexity) for spectral graph reduction, we leverage recent similarity-aware spectral sparsi cation method, graph-theoretic algebraic multigrid (AMG) Laplacian solver and a novel constrained stochastic gradient descent (SGD) optimization approach in our spectral graph reduction algorithm. We show that the resulting spectrally-reduced graphs can robustly preserve the rst few nontrivial eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the original graph Laplacian. In addition, the spectral graph reduction method has been leveraged to develop much faster algorithms for multilevel spectral graph partitioning as well as t-distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (t-SNE) of large data sets. We conducted extensive experiments using a variety of large graphs and data sets, and obtained very promising results. For instance, we are able to reduce the "coPapersCiteseer" graph with 0.43 million nodes and 16 million edges to a much smaller graph with only 13K (32X fewer) nodes and 17K (950X fewer) edges in about 16 seconds; the spectrally-reduced graphs also allow us to achieve up to 1100X speedup for spectral graph partitioning and up to 60X speedup for t-SNE visualization of large data sets.
A SPECTRAL GRAPH PARTITIONING
Graph partitioning is one of the fundamental algorithmic operations, which can be applied to many elds [7] , such as parallel processing, community detection in social networks [36] , biological networks analysis [37] , VLSI computer-aided design [21] , etc. e goal of graph partitioning is to partition the vertices or edges of a graph into a number of disjoint sets without introducing too many connections between the sets. A variety of graph partitioning algorithms has been proposed, from local heuristics like Kernighan-Lin [23] to global methods such as spectral partitioning [7, 18] and multilevel partitioning [22] . Spectral partitioning, which was rst noted in [13, 14, 17, 18] , has become one of the most important methods for graph partitioning.
Consider a weighted graph G = (V , E G , w G ) with vertex (node) set V = { 1 , · · · , n } denoting n vertices in the graph, edge set E G representing weighted edges in the graph and w G denoting a weight function that assigns positive weight to all edges, that is w G (p, q) > 0 if there is an edge connecting node p and node q , which can also be represented by (p, q) ∈ E G . Given a subset of vertices S ⊂ V and its complement set S = V \S, the boundary between set S and setS is de ned as a set of edges B(S,S) ⊂ E G such that one node of each edge is in set S and the other node is in setS:
e cut between S andS can be de ned as follows:
e simplest idea of graph partitioning is to nd a partition of the graph so that di erent partition sets are weakly connected (meaning the edges between di erent sets have low weights) while the interior of each set is strongly connected.
e aim of graph partitioning is to nd the set S such that C(S,S) can be minimized. However, in practice the solution of this min-cut problem is usually unacceptable due to the highly unbalanced partitioning results. For example, the resulted set S may only have one individual vertex whileS includes rest of the graph. erefore, we also want the partitions to be reasonably balanced. To realize the minimum balanced cut of graph partitioning, two objective functions have been introduced: ratio cut ρ(S) [52] and normalized cut θ (S) [40] , which have been de ned as follows:
where |S | := the number of vertices in set S (37)
Note that number of vertices (sum of edge weights) is used to measure the size of set S for ratio cut ρ(S) (normalized cut θ (S)). In other words, the ratio cut ρ(S) metric aims to balance the number of vertices for each set, while the normalized cut θ (S) metric aims to balance number of edges in each set. e ratio cut in (35) and normalized cut in (36) can be generalized as follows for k-way partitioning problems [35, 51] :
while the edge cut of k partitions becomes
Since the optimization problems of (39) and (40) are NPhard, spectral partitioning methods have been proposed for solving the relaxed optimization problems. It can be shown that the solution of the relaxed optimization problem (39) is the matrix of U with rst k eigenvectors of the graph Laplacian as its columns vectors, whereas the solution to the relaxed optimization problem (40) is the matrix of U with the rst k eigenvectors of the normalized graph Laplacian [40] . Detailed proof can be found in Section A.1 and Section A.2.
Since we want to partition V into k sets based on the indicator matrix U ∈ IR nxk , one straightforward way is to treat each row of the matrix U as a point in a k dimensional space and use clustering algorithms, like k-means [1] to identify the k partitions.
It is similar to previous analysis when relaxing the ratio cut and normalized cut minimizations to the general k partitions. Given a partition of V into k sets, we de ne k indicator vectors m j = (m 1, j , · · · , m n, j ) T with j = 1, · · · , k such that
where i = 1, · · · , n; j = 1, · · · , k. Indicator matrix U can be de ned with the k vectors so that U = [m 1 , · · · , m k ]. Note that columns in U are orthogonal to each other, that is U T U = I. We also note that
By substituting (54) to (39) we can get
where T r (·) is the trace of a matrix. By relaxing the entries of indicator matrix U to be arbitrary real values, the optimization problem in (39) becomes ρ(S) = min U∈IR nxk T r (U T L G U) subject to: U T U = I.
According to the Courant-Fischer theorem, the solution to this optimization problem is the matrix of U with rst k eigenvectors of L G as its columns. Similarly, we can choose the entries of indicator matrix U as follows:
We observe that U T D G U = I, and m T j L G m j = C(S j ,S j )/vol(S j ). By relaxing U to take arbitrary real values, we can reformulate the optimization problem in (40) as θ (S) = min U∈IR nxk T r (U T L G U) subject to: U T D G U = I.
According to the Courant-Fischer theorem, the solution to this optimization problem is the matrix of U with rst k generalized eigenvectors of L G u = λD G u as its columns [40] .
B T-DISTRIBUTED STOCHASTIC NEIGHBOR EMBEDDING
t-Distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (t-SNE) [34, 50] is a nonlinear dimensionality reduction method which is well suited for visualization of data. e goal of t-SNE is to learn a mapping from the high-dimensional space to a low-dimensional space with desired number of dimensionality in such a way that similar data points are mapped to nearby locations and dissimilar data points are mapped to distant locations. To this end, t-SNE converts the euclidean distances between data points in high-dimensional space into conditional probability as follows:
where σ i denotes the variance of the Gaussian distribution that is centered at x i . e joint probability is de ned by symmetrizing a pair of conditional probabilities as follows:
t-SNE uses this joint probability to measure the similarity between two data points x i and x j in high-dimensional space. Denoting the corresponding points in low-dimensional space by i and j , respectively, then the similarity between them is measured by the following joint probability using the Cauchy kernel:
t-SNE uses Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence to measure the faithfulness of the embedding. e cost function is de ned as the sum of KL divergence over all pairs of data points in the data set:
e embedding points in low-dimensional space { 1 , ..., N } are determined by minimizing the KL cost function. Typically, starting with a random initialization, the cost function is minimized using gradient descent method with the following gradient:
where the constant normalization term Z is given by:
It should be noted that as the size of data set grows, the convergence rate will usually slow down [34, 50] . Computing gradients is very time-consuming, since it is an N-body problem that has a complexity of O(N 2 ). By spli ing the gradient into two parts, we have:
where F at t r,i denotes the sum of a ractive force acting on data point i and the F r ep,i denotes the sum of repulsive force acting on data point i. Both forces are due to the rest of the data points. e position of each data point a er embedding is determined by the net force acting on it.
In recent years, due to the prevalence of high-dimensional data, the t-SNE algorithm has become the most e ective visualization tool due to its capability of performing dimensionality reduction in such a way that the similar data points in high-dimensional space are embedded to nearby locations in low-dimensional space of two or three dimensions with high probability. However, t-SNE is limited in its applicability to large real-world data sets due to the high computational complexity. In practice, the standard t-SNE can not even been applicable to data sets with more than 10, 000 data points [34] . us, there is a pressing need to develop acceleration techniques for t-SNE algorithm that can be adapted for visualizing large-scale data sets. In the past decade, substantial e ort has been made to reduce the computational cost of t-SNE. For example, tree-based algorithms have been proposed to accelerate the computation of the gradient in t-SNE [50] , which however has no theoretical guarantee of the solution quality.
